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Abstract
Not until March 11th, the outbreak of the novel coronavirus was declared to be a global pandemic. It is a reasonable consensus to hold
the statement that, throughout the world, the vast majority of the healthcare systems were not prepared to manage and constrain disease
spreading and treatment. Despite curve flattening strategies, most of the specialty facilities had to withhold, reduce or even cancel their
activities to aid the urging need of intensive and non-intensive care unit efforts engaged in SARS-COV2 infection management. Considering the
remainder functional neurosurgery facilities in underdeveloped countries, most of the departments are facing the conundrum in considering
what is preconized by the society’s recommendations, and what the healthcare professionals are covering in the already overloaded working
scenarios. This article intends to report our center’s experience and crisis management organization as one of the functional departments
in a low resource scenario considering the current evidence and society’s recommendations, hence aiding the formulation of algorithms and
institutional protocols in centers facing the same challenges.
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Introduction
Not until March 11th has the outbreak of the novel coronavirus
been declared as a global pandemic by the World Health
Organization [1]. What was first said to be a local infection in
the city of Wuhan[2], coronavirus infection now is present in
185 countries, accumulating over 133.000 deaths and over 2
million cases, according to the COVID-19 Dashboard by the
Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns
Hopkins University (JHU) [3]. It is a reasonable consensus to
hold the statement that, throughout the world, the vast majority
of the healthcare systems were not prepared to manage and
constrain disease spreading and treatment. Regarding most of
the undeveloped countries and low-income scenarios of clinical
practice, the outbreak of SARS-COV2 represented the dawn of what
we are experiencing to be one of the most challenging moments in
their history [4,5], considering the lack of consensual authorities
recommendations, the poor social and economic governmental
protective measures, and the severe infrastructural limitations
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of the public and private healthcare systems (including the most
basic operative needs to most of the workers, such as insufficient
personal protective equipment and the short availability of tests).
In this uncertain context, the fragile curve flattening strategies
were jeopardized by an intricate social and political scenario,
leading to quick failure of the health system capacity to handle the
expansion of the pandemics.

In Brazil, the numbers are known to be hardly a distant
representation of the actual landscape of the pandemics
[6]. Currently, (and by the time of the former World Health
Organization and the Ministry of Health prediction to be the peak
of the SARS-COV2 in Brazil), on April 15, 2020, there were 28. 320
confirmed cases and 1736 deaths due to the infection, according to
the statistic officially provided by the Brazilian Ministry of Health
[5]. Most of these cases concentrated in the southeast region of
the country, which is densely populated and accounts for a high
urbanization rate. In addition to the inherent clinical burden, the
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flail of the curve flattening measures and the poor availability of
tests, the increasing demand for healthcare attention to other
clinical conditions is rampaging, since most of the specialty
facilities had to withhold, reduce or even cancel their activities
to aid the urging need of intensive and non-intensive care units
efforts engaged in COVID-19 infection management, including
neurosurgery [1,4,6,7,8]. Considering the remainder functional
neurosurgery facilities in underdeveloped countries, most of the
departments are facing the conundrum in considering what is
preconized by the society’s recommendations, and what is feasible
in such a delicate scenario to deal with the urgent surgical support
demanded. In consensus with the recently published article by the
Department of Neurological Surgery of the University of California
San Francisco[9], the pressure in the neurosurgical practice our
unit is facing is concealed to 1- the decision to cancel elective
cases outpatient clinics, 2-organizing staff (both graduated
practitioners and resident physicians) to lessen exposure risk, and
3- handling neurosurgical emergencies in situations of extremely
impoverished availability of both intensive and non-intensive care
unit beds imposed by the upheaval of COVID-19 suspect cases.

Although the rapidly evolving nature of the pandemic
expansion and the rapid response imposed by this scenario
should be thoroughly taken in consideration, as well as the
local characteristics of the neurosurgical practice facilities,
this article intends to comprehensively review the scientific
literature and report our center’s experience and crisis
management organization as one of the functional departments
in a low resource scenario considering the current evidence, the
societies recommendations, and ultimately the need of providing
urgent and emergent neurosurgical care while reducing viral
transmission, allowing centers facing the same challenges to build
and adapt the algorithm to their reality.

Objective

To expose our experience as a working neurosurgical facility
in a low-income scenario during the global pandemics of SARSCOV2, considering what is feasible among the most recent society’s
Table 1:

recommendations and scientific literature evidence, hence aiding
the urge for organization among our specialty during the crisis.

Methods

We performed a literature review by searching the terms
COVID-19 and SARS-COV2 in PubMed and manually assorting
the results for the relevance to neurosurgical practice, as well as
surgical case scheduling, low-income scenarios, and residency
program schedule. Articles in English and Portuguese were
considered for this review. In the light of the revision, we analyzed
the recommendations of the Rio de Janeiro Municipal and State
Secretary of Health, the Brazilian Ministry of Health, and the
World Health Organization, regarding surgical and outpatient
clinics scheduling, contingency measures, and academic activities
directives to formulate an algorithm to be followed based on the
rapidly and unstable progression of the pandemics.

Results

Except for the neurosurgical treatment algorithm provided
by the Neurosurgical Surgery Department of the University of
California San Francisco (UCSF) [9], no other articles regarding
neurosurgical practice and scheduling were published since
the beginning of the virus global expansion. Although, several
recommendations regarding healthcare facilities organization
[8,10] and, in consensus with the Brazilian Neurosurgical
Society [7], the Brazilian Ministry of Health [5] and the World
Health Organization Strategic Preparing and Response Plan
recommendations [4], all the non-urgent/emergent surgical
schedule should be postponed during the pandemics. Considering
the triage recommendations adopted by the UCSF Neurosurgical
Department and the Brazilian Neurosurgical Society, and mostly
the endeavor that the Brazilian Healthcare System is facing on
providing reliable data on the infection rates of the community,
we decided to cancel the non-emergent outpatient clinics as well
as to maintain our service closed to transfers of non-emergent
cases during the pandemics.

Pandemic Risk Assessment

Emergent Cases

Elective and Procedural Cases

Outpatient Clinics

Green
<6+COVID+inpatients No staffing
shortages Suspended quarantine
orientations

Ensure rapid operations and
commit to quickly discharge the
patients; Maintain capacity for
emergency patients

Proceed with admission; Require complete preoperatory
before admission; Allow alternate days
visiting for interned patients

Allow unnaccompained, time
spaced and urgent consult

Red
>16 COVID+ inpatients
> 20% Staffing shortages Strict quarantine orientations

Ensure rapid operations and
commit to quickly discharge the
patients; Maintain capacity for
emergency patients

Yellow
7-16 COVID+ inpatients <20% Staffing Shortages Flexible quarantine
orientations
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Ensure rapid operations and
commit to quickly discharge the
patients; Maintain capacity for
emergency patients

Cancel outpatient admissions requiring
overnight
stay Restrict to extremely necessary
inpatient visiting
Cancel all outpatients admisions
Prohibit inpatient visiting

Allow only post-operative
urgent consults; Telemedicine
consults in non-urgent/ emergent cases.

Cancel outpatient clinics
Telemedicine consults in postoperative non-urgent/emergent cases
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Our orientation is prone to gradually progress, in two steps,
from Only Emergent cases to Emergent and Urgent, to Normal
outpatient activity, as the infection rates decrease, and the
resource demands shift back to normality. The adopted threshold
to transition between the steps is based on the Pandemics Risk
Assessment, (adapted from the Surge level assessment designed
by the Neurosurgical Department of the UCSF), which involves
analyzing the staffing shortages, the quarantine orientation of
local public administration and the number of COVID+ inpatients
(Table 1).

Throughout all the levels of the Risk Assessment proposed
during the outbreak, the emergent surgery support is covered by
house resident physicians and the house staff, following a paired
coverage model, in which each day is to be covered by one resident
of each year of the licensed residency program (from PGY1 to
PGY5), and one house staff, allowing no overlapping encounters
of the remainders to avoid unnecessary exposition. We proposed
an online-based shift passage table to ensure continued care
and quick discharge for the post-operative cases, minimizing
the usual rounding healthcare professionals’ contact. Both the
residents and staffs were contacted and instructed to virtually
provide patients information to the anesthesia colleagues as
well as the other members of the multi-professional healthcare
workers during the outbreak, to ensure consonance on the pacing
of the approach and to ensure effective communication and time
shortening strategy on the patient treatment and discharge.
All the inpatients were re-assessed to ensure the extreme need
to conclude treatment in the unit, to avoid unnecessary inhospital stay. Long term intravenous antibiotic treatments firstly
employed to treat surgical complications were transitioned to
oral medication, when considered microbiologically safe, to
achieve patient condition for discharge. Unstable patients in the
post-operative care of life-threatening conditions admitted to the
infirmaries were maintained in the institution with strict visiting
restrictions, based on the risk assessment.
If symptomatic, any working professional should suspend in
hospital activities and stay in domestic observation during 14 days
starting on the onset of the symptoms, according to the Brazilian
Ministry of Health recommendation. All of the symptomatic
healthcare professionals are specifically instructed to be tested
upon symptoms onset and after their resolution, returning to
normal activities once the viral load is undetectable and the
individual is symptom-free considered non-transmissive of the
disease. Regarding teaching academical activities and scientific
meetings, all the faculty and professionals were instructed to
conduct the meetings through remote virtual strategies. Noncrucial research activities and graduate students were dismissed
during the outbreak to minimize hospital circulation and
inpatients expositions. We recommended shifting professionals
to engage in writing activities while the new patient enrollments
were held suspended.
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Discussion
As its quick and global rampaging numbers lead to the
World Health Organization recognition as a pandemic infection,1
Coronavirus is a respiratory virus and is now known to
potentially cause not only respiratory failure and death [11] but
also a myriad of other clinical conditions, including neurological
imbalances[12]. Even though it is estimated that up to 36% of the
hospitalized patients sustaining SARS-COV2 infections develop
neurologic related manifestations, and these findings usually are
present in more severe cases [13], the neurologic management
of coronavirus disease is not currently under the spotlight of the
discussion since they often do not require urgent or emergent
care. In contrast, the challenging provision of neurologic and
neurosurgical care for our field urgent and emergent pathologies
during SARS-COV2 pandemics draws the attention of the medical
community, taking in consideration the increasing demand
Coronavirus is imposing in the healthcare systems throughout the
world.

In Italy, considered to be a developed country, counting with
almost five times more intensive care beds per 100.000 habitants
than what there are available in Brazil, neurosurgical care
diminished its workload in almost 70% as the healthcare system
collapsed with the surge of the infection [14]. Similar situations are
imposing neurosurgical services to quickly react and reorganize
to overcome what several are considering to be one of the most
challenging times of our specialty. Especially when considering
low/middle-income scenarios and underdeveloped countries, the
priority levels of medical care provision and constant surge level
reassessments are vital for defining the departments’ policies
during the crisis [1,4,8,9].
As far as the field is concerned, it is extremely important to
our departments to consider the surgical needs of urgent and
emergent neurosurgical care of intracranial hypertension, spinal
instability, severe traumatic brain injuries and pediatric unstable
malformations[7,9] while formulating their policies, once the
shortage of ICU capacity and PPE availability will probably affect
the deliverance of proper care[15]. Furthermore, the social
distancing (i.e. quarantine) public orientations is a recognized
curve flattening strategy that should both be considered by
medical specialties in returning to host non-urgent outpatient
clinics[4,7]. When feasible, telemedicine should be considered to
deliver orientations to patients, to minimize staff and hospitalized
patients’ exposure. Another important aspect considered in our
algorithm is the restriction of visitors and circulating personnel
hospital facilities, which might be a huge source of dissemination
of SARS-COV2 from reference units to uninfected locations [5].

Mass testing of the population in our public healthcare
scenario is still a challenge and, once the only way to assess and
plan the next steps in the management of the pandemic is by case
confirmation, novel methods of quantification are necessary. A
recent study estimated the under notification by comparing the
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Case-Fatality Ratio (CFR) adapted to the Brazilian population’s
age composition to the CFR actually observed up to the moment,
indicating the notification of only 8,0% (7,8% - 8,1%) of all
COVID-19 cases [16]. Since mass testing of the population is
seldomly expected to be achieved in most of the low/middleincome scenarios of neurosurgical practice, our algorithm does
not include the number of local cases, as does the UCSF algorithm9,
but the number of hospitalized patients with documented SARSCOV2 infection. This could be used as a parameter of the surge level
in each institution. The remainder criterion elected to compose
our algorithm is the staffing shortage expected to occur during
pandemics. As many neurosurgery senior practitioners are above
60 years old, these professionals are considered as a risk group for
severe SARS-COV2 infection and should be withheld from service
during the pandemics [5,7]. Regarding symptomatic personnel,
we are currently recommending domestic observation and realtime PCR testing in day three of symptom development [5], with
returning to normal activity once viral loads are undetectable and
SARS-COV2 IgG levels are documented. If any professional held
close unprotected contact with documented SARS-COV2 patient,
even if asymptomatic, we recommend domestic observation for
14 days and testing with real-time PCR [5,17,18].
Since the implementation of the aforementioned measures
and until the submission of this paper, there have been five
laboratory-confirmed symptomatic COVID-19 cases among the
31 physicians in our neurosurgical department, one resident
and four attending-physicians, although we have had no known
cases of neurosurgical patients’ contamination (confirmed or
suspected). We have also had two senior neurosurgeons, aged
over 60, preventively suspended until the scenario allows their
return to their duties.

It is of our understanding that neurosurgical practice
throughout the globe is developed in varied infrastructural
conditions and technical development, challenging the formulation
of a consensual algorithm to be imposed in the diverse scenarios.
Besides, as previously stated, the comprehensive review yielded
very scarce evidence, and even indirect debate, on the field of
surgical planning and neurosurgical care during the pandemics,
while no reports were found debating specifically neurosurgical
care in low-income scenarios during the pandemics. This report
of our experience intended to address and aid some of the crucial
topics on the orientation of these policies, which ultimately should
be carefully tailored to the reality of the social and healthcare
landscape where each neurosurgical department takes place.

Conclusion

General healthcare practice orientations during the SARSCOV2 pandemics are showing to be seldomly consensual and
hardly universally suitable, considering the vast diversity of
healthcare infrastructural and socio-economic conditions.
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Providing continued neurosurgical care during the SARS-COV2
pandemics is one of the greatest challenges of the history of our
specialty and should be attained through organized and dynamic
responses to the surges of the infection in the community,
especially considering low/moderate income scenarios.
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